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What has been your path to current job? 
 
After university, I travelled a bit, ending up teaching English  
for four years in Japan where I was very lucky to have very diverse teaching 
experiences from teaching mother and toddler ESOL classes, to primary 
children including those with additional support needs and those who were 
deaf, working in a Catholic Girls school, teaching in private language schools 
and doing an outreach to university students. All these experiences have 
stood me in good stead throughout my career.  
Upon my return to Scotland, I worked in the 3rd sector before working in the 
Scottish Government’s International Project Division. This was at the time of 
the A8 and A9 accession when Eastern European countries were joining the 
EU. Working alongside home office and third sector immigration staff, we 
gave relocation advice to migrants. This experience of immigration processes 
and the law, as well as seeing the inner workings of the civil service and the 
home office is another experience that has informed my career.  
Having completed a postgraduate diploma at the University of Dundee in 
Community Education in 2008, I worked for Aberdeenshire Council for ten 
years as a generic CLD worker, doing youth work and supporting the 
community to build capacity, as well working with adult learners. 
I moved to Dundee City Council in 2017 to work with the Adult Learning ESOL 
team and support the City’s Humanitarian work.  
 

Was your current position a conscious choice or an interest which 
developed through other work?  
 
I like working in a local authority environment and I feel strongly that the 
ESOL offered within communities and by a CLD service should be a little bit 
different to the ESOL offered elsewhere. As partners, we each have a unique 
role to play in the learner journey and we will get better outcomes when we 
work together to support progression in its widest sense. I feel that my 
current role, which involves a lot of partnership working as part of Dundee’s 
Humanitarian response is a good pulling together of lots of previous 
experiences.  
 
 

 
 

 

 



 

In all of your experience there must have been some real highs and lows 
that you have come through. Can you highlight some of the highs, lows, 
embarrassing or funny moments you have experienced?  
 

Most of the highlights are probably about the learners... working with a 
Nigerian man with significant hearing issues to improve his pronunciation or 
helping a learner who has lost many years of education get into engineering 
at college. As for the lows...we often work with vulnerable people and what 
they share with us can be heart breaking, but I do feel I am able to help 
people whether that is a crisis loan or a mattress to sleep on. 
 

ESOL has, and will likely, face some challenging times in policy and 
funding in the coming years – what would you like to see happen?  
We need to be clear about the unique role we each play as partners and work 
together to deliver a broad range of opportunities to support progression. I 
feel really lucky to work within the Dundee and Angus ESOL partnership and 
the Tayside and Fife ESOL network where we have good working 
relationships and do some interesting and creative work. I would like to see 
us working with a broader range of partners beyond ESOL to deliver 
interesting learning opportunities and am currently learning about a variety 
of sector skills councils and how to accredit prior learning and employment 
for work in the UK. I am encouraged by the work done by Glasgow 
Caledonian University to establish an SQA benchmarking process and would 
like to see this widened out and further investment in this process. Most 
adult migrants want to move into meaningful employment...We need a policy 
landscape that can make that happen.  
 

Do you have any top teaching hints you would like to share?  
Yes... Get your learners up and moving around! I was trained by an amazing 
ESOL teacher called Nick Ramsay in Japan and I still use pretty much all the 
tools he taught me almost 20 years ago. Even with very advanced learners, 
he would use physical games to cement the learning - we often forget about 
the connection between movement and learning. He made learning fun, and 
at the end of the day, it has to be fun don’t you think?! 
 

Who/what has been an inspiration to you?  
I love listening to staff talking about their work, so I always try to squeeze in 
a bit of appreciative inquiry into our development days. I am always inspired 
by their knowledge, commitment, creativity and empathy. I was at a Tayside 
and Fife event today and it was such a privilege to hear staff talking - I need 
that every now and then.  
 
 


